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ABOUT US

OUR STORY
2008 amid global economic crises with an entrepreneurial mind set, and
humble beginnings two of us aspiring souls through innovation to launch
a new ﬁrm specializing in software engineering & ITtransformation in Jordan;
we called it “Transition Tech”.
Through a consistent application of best practices in project management
and software development, our position achieved tremendousmilestone.

Today, Transition Tech is a hive of young talented software developers
and engineers guided by corporate values and a strategic vision. Owing
to their dedication and tailor-made, agile solutions; Transition Tech has
carried out successful projects across a range of industries in the MENA
region.
The upcoming 10 years will see exciting time ahead providing much
needed creativity, dynamic IT transformation with solutions & tools that
match the next era of market demands.

OUR HISTORY
Transition Tech is
established in Jordan

Transition Tech released Research
Management system product

Transition Tech becomes a Gold Microsoft partner based on its competency in
project and portfolio management

2009

2011

2010
Acted as the ﬁrst provider
of training certiﬁcates in
Business Analysis in Jordan

2018

2014
Transition
Tech
acquires
Microsoft’s
silver membership
competency in
project and
portfolio management

2020
,Despite COVID pandemic
Transition Tech has expanded
Headquarter
ofﬁice
and
doubled the total employees
number

OUR PHILOSOPHY

MISSION
To empower organizations through tailor-made &
refreshing solutions; meeting clients’ budget,
timeframe needs and yielding a valuable return
on investment

VISION
To be the most trusted, leading and captivating
project management and IT transformation
solutions provider in the MENA region

OUR STRENGTHS

INNOVATION

SUSTAINABILITY

FLEXIBILITY

COMMITMENT

We use the latest
technologies to
deliver innovative
solutions catered to
client needs

Through our post
implementation
support, we ensure
our solutions are
sustainable and agile

We provide flexible
cutting-edge
solutions that align
with customer

We commit to achieve
success stories out of our
client’s projects
requirements

needs

MS GOLD PARTNER
Microsoft Gold Partner

Recognized as a Microsoft Gold partner in project
and portfolio management competency owing
to successful PPM tool implementation and
customization for various clients

OUR SOLUTIONS & SERVICES

SOLUTIONS AND SERVICES SUMMARY
EPM/ PPM
CUSTOMIZATION

CUSTOMIZED
SOLUTIONS

We customize portfolio & project management tools to align with PMO standard
processes based on the latest MS technology

We tailor customized technical solutions for
your enterprise

E-COMMERCE &
CMS

POWER PLATFORM
CUSTOMIZATION

Customized CMS which allow customers to
smoothly create, edit and publish online
contents.

Transition tech have a strong experience in the
ﬁeld of using software applications “Power Apps”
to automate manual organizations day to day
operationalbusinessactivitiesandservices

DATA ANALYSIS
& BI
Transition Tech follow a strategic approach for
gathering hidden insights, generate reports,
perform analysis, and improve decision making
using Power BIsolution

AGILE SERVICE
Transition Tech has a highly qualiﬁed resources in
different of latest technologies areas to handle
technical day to day operations related to
development, BI and support services

EPM/ PPM CAPABILITIES
Effective Portfolio
and Program Management

Project and Forms Govermance

Inteligent
Dashboards and Reports

Accessible Anytime Anywhere

Visibility for All Resource
Assignments and capacity

Powerful Budget
and Cost Management

PROJECT & PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT SOLUTION
OVERVIEW
As proud Gold Project & Portfolio Management Microsoft partners, we implement Project & Portfolio (PPM)/Enterprise Project Management (EPM) systemswith utmost efﬁciency and precision.
More speciﬁcally, we conduct the following main activities:
Install the desired Microsoft Project &Portfolio Management products (PPM/EPM);
Automate the existing clients’ processesthrough workﬂows and entry forms;
Customize PPM/EPM solutions according to customers’ needs, including user-friendly designs, ﬁelds, enterprise projecttypes,
project sites, security rules, documents repository, calendar and KPIs;
Facilitate project tracking within a speciﬁed time, budget and resources;and
Save time and effort for project managers, system users, top management for project updates, monitoring and decision-making
through customized PowerBIdashboards.

Our subject matter experts have in-depth experience and the required technical skills to use the latest technology from Microsoft and apply world-class best practices in projectmanagement.
VALUE PROPOSITIONS
Accessible anytime anywhereusing
Single Sign-On
Transparency for allprojects

Efﬁcientmanagementofproject
resources
Centralized projectsite

Compilation ofproject processes
(Corporate governance)
Development of dashboard and reports

CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS
INTRODUCTION
Today’s society is dominated by the growing use of modern information and communication technologies across all industries, areas and functions. E-services are increasingly being developed to offer efﬁcient access to services in an electronic
fashion. Thus, in this digital age, software development and automation have become essential success factors for all businesses and organizations.
OFFERING
Transition Tech offers the capability to implement e-services tailored to the needs of clients and their enterprise and to meet
different demands for technology as they arise. The company’s experienced professionals have the necessary skills and
readinessto conduct the targeted customization and implementation –be itfor e-services and/or software development.
Transition Tech focuses on the importance of applying standard Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) to deliver high
quality products on time, within the budget and according to customers’ real needs. Moreover, when it comes to software
development, the innovators at Transition Tech address all client’s requirements and accordingly analyze, design, develop and
implement a solutionthat ismost ﬁttingand valuable to them.
VALUE PROPOSITIONS

Custom solutions forenterprises
Time-efﬁcientdeliveryof solutions

Using the latest hightechnology
Practical cost-effective solutions

Certiﬁedexperts
Highly qualiﬁedresources

BI APPROACH
PHASE 1: Data Preprocessing and manipulation
DATA
UNDERSTANDING

DATA
GATHERING

Microsoft
SQL
Server

Oracle
Server

DATA
PREPROCESSING

Other
Resources

Python

R

ENRICHED
DATA

Other
Tools

PHASE 2: Data Analytics and Visualization
ENRICHED
DATA

PERSPECTIVE ANALYSIS

FEATURE
EXTRACTION

VISUALIZING
RESULTS

DIAGNOSTIC ANALYSIS

Python

R

Weka

PREDICTIVE ANALYSIS

Power BI
DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS

OUR PRODUCTS

TRANSITION TECH PRODUCTS
STRATEGY
MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM

RESEARCH
MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM

A strategy management tool to

Transition Tech has built from scratch
its own module exclusively for the use
of research branches in academic
and educational institutions. Through
customized solutions, interested
faculty members may apply for a
fund for their research projects by
uploading their research proposals
and scientiﬁcproﬁles.

manage
strategies
projects

and

monitor

through

your

related

MEDICAL
RECORDS
TRACKING &
ANALYSIS
SYSTEM

a computerized system designed
and programmed to deal with
day to day operations that take a
place within the hospitals and
medical centers

STRATEGY MANAGEMENT CAPABILITIES
MISSION

VISION

STRATEGIC PLAN
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES(S)
Objective 1

Objective 2

Initiative (s)
KPI 2

KPI Feeding

Initiative 1

Initiative 2
Projects

Month 1

Project 1 %

Month 2

Project 2 %

Month 3

Project 3 %

Progress Tracking

Benefit and Value Tracking

KPI (s)
KPI 1

Objective 3

STRATEGY MANAGEMENT SOLUTION
INTRODUCTION
In today’s ever-changing times in business, it is crucial for companies to execute organizational strategies that are ﬂexible and
practical. The use of a software solution that offers strategic and tactical reporting alongside evaluation and monitoring of realtimeoperationalperformance isequallyimportantforan organization.
OFFERING
At Transition Tech, we help shape optimal corporate strategies at an individual and enterprise level. More speciﬁcally, Transition Tech boasts the capabilities to build a strategy management tool on top of the Microsoft PPM/EPM
as integrated software. The central objective of this solution is to manage and monitor clients’ strategies using
pre-deﬁned vision, mission, strategic goals and KPIs.
We can further create a customized Power BI dashboard based on clients’ requirements, e.g. risks, issues, KPIs, strategy
overview, etc. In addition, this tool connects strategic initiatives with projects according to pre-determined time and
cost speciﬁcations
VALUE PROPOSITIONS
Strategy management
Performance management
Monitoring transformation framework

Powerful customizedKPI engine
KPI-derived governance
Initiative center

Objective and initiative
scheduled management

RESEARCH MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Research Setting Management

Intelligent Dashboards

Research FinancialManagement

Research Application Submission

Research Application Referce & Approval

Research Life Cycle Management

RESEARCH MANAGEMENT SOLUTION
INTRODUCTION
Academic institutions are increasingly turning to research management technology to gain a data-driven edge in this highly
competitive industry. With the tremendous growth of higher education, universities are under pressure not only to attract students,
professors and funds but also to boost the overall quality of their research. Technology can facilitate and centralize the collection,
organizationand overallmanagementof themultipledata sourcesproduced byresearchinstitutions.
OFFERING
Transition Tech has built from scratch its own module exclusively for the use of research branches in academic and educational institutions. Through customized solutions, interested faculty members may apply for a fund for their research projects by
uploading theirresearch proposals and scientiﬁc proﬁles.
The related university or educational facility will then manage and follow up on research projects’ lifecycle from submission
to the publication stage through an automated process that facilitates the interaction between the researcher, referee,
deanship and research institutes. We further provide the relevant stakeholders the capacity to monitor progress through our
intelligence dashboards.
VALUE PROPOSITIONS
E-forms and paperless submission cycle
Provision ofsecure referee system

Track research projectprocess
Track research publication based on ISI

MEDICAL RECORDS TRACKING & ANALYSIS SYSTEM
Primary
Healthcare
Forms

Civil Information
HealthCare
Automated
Systems

Integration to
retrieve Data

Causality
Forms

Inpatients
Forms

Birth
Forms

Mortality
Forms

Data Collection Module
HealthCare
Medical
Records

Outoatients
Forms

Data Submission

Data Settings

Data Management Module
Data Analysis

Statistic Department
/ Ministry of Health

Data Analysis Module

Descriptive
Analysis

Diagnostic
Analysis

Predictive
Analysis

Prespective
Analysis

MEDICAL RECORDS TRACKING & ANALYSIS SYSTEM

Management
Hospital

MEDICAL RECORDS TRACKING & ANALYSIS SYSTEM
INTRODUCTION
Most of the hospital and medical centers are currently being handled in the traditional way of the collection of patient’s information,
diagnosis details, etc. Due to the population expansion and the urgent need to have accurate historical records and spontaneous
statistics,Medical sector needs to keep in line with the continuous technological development by using computerized medical records
system with userfriendly,simple, and fast approach.Which will ease handlingday to day work with the highestaccuracy.
OFFERING
As one of Transition tech initiatives a Medical Records Tracking & Analysis System is computerized, designed and
programmed to deal with day-to-day operations that take a place within the hospitals and medical centers. The system can
look after inpatients registration, outpatients discharging, records manipulation, database analysis, diseases entry and
diagnoses as per World Health Organization “WHO” standards by compliance to the ICD11 coding schema, powerful analysis
screens, statistical reporting, medical cases predictive analysis. It also maintains hospital and medical center information
such as Area, region, wards, beds availability, doctors in charge and department administering. Due to the current
pandemic or COVID-19 we armed the system with additional module that will allow hospitals and medical centers to start
recording, tracking and analyzing COVID-19 statisticsfor the hospital itself and across the entirecountry.
VALUE PROPOSITIONS

Automated health record s procedures
management and processes

Spontaneous Statistics.
Predictive analysisReports.

Visual interactiveDashboards.
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